**Ancient Origins**

Explore the past from our prehistoric beginnings to the fall of the Roman Empire and the rise of King Arthur!

The First in our Historical Fiction Series.

### Prehistoric Europe & North America

- The Clan of the Cave Bear by Jean Auel  
  (*Earth’s Children Series #1/Epic History*)
- People of the Morning Star by W. Michael Gear and Kathleen O’Neal Gear  
  (*People of Cahokia Series #1/Fantasy Elements*)
- People of the Canyons by Kathleen O’Neal Gear  
  (*Fantasy Elements/Ancient Artifacts*)
- The Inheritors by William Golding  
  (*End of an Era/Nobel Prize Winner*)
- Shaman by Kim Stanley Robinson  
  (*Coming of Age*)
- Beyond the Gap by Harry Turtledove  
  (*Gap Series #1/Historical Fantasy*)

### Ancient Asia

- The Palace of Illusions by Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni  
  (*New Take on Old Tale/Epic Adventure/Indian Mythology*)
- Siddhartha by Hermann Hesse  
  (*Classic/Ancient Buddhism/Quest for Enlightenment*)
- Genghis: Birth of an Empire by Conn Iggulden  
  (*Conqueror Series #1/Famous Faces/Ancient Warfare/Biographical Fiction*)
- Tun-huang by Yasushi Inoue  
  (*Ancient Japan/Adventure/Ancient Buddhism*)

### Biblical Middle East

- The Thief of Corinth by Tessa Afshar  
  (*Biblical Fiction/Unusual Women*)
- The Secret Chord by Geraldine Brooks  
  (*Biblical Fiction/New Take on Old Tale*)
- Quarantine by Jim Crace  
  (*Biblical Fiction/New Take on Old Tale*)
- A.D. 30 by Ted Dekker  
  (*A.D. Series #1/Famous Faces/Biblical Fiction*)
- The Red Tent by Anita Diamant  
  (*Women in the Bible/Biblical Fiction/New Take on Old Tale*)
- Sarah by Marek Halter  
  (*Canaan Trilogy #1/Women in the Bible/Romance/Biblical Fiction*)
- Mary of Nazareth by Marek Halter  
  (*Women in the Bible/Biblical Fiction/New Take on Old Tale*)
- The Book of Abraham by Marek Halter  
  (*Biblical Fiction/Multiple Time Periods*)
- The Dovekeepers by Alice Hoffman  
  (*Jewish History/Family Relationships/Woman Warrior/Places*)
- Barabbas by Pär Lagerkvist  
  (*Biblical Fiction/New Take on Old Tale*)
- Havah: The Story of Eve by Tosca Lee  
  (*Women in the Bible/Biblical Fiction/New Take on Old Tale/Biographical Fiction*)
- The Rock by Kanan Makiya  
  (*Famous Places/Multi-Faith Perspectives*)
- Joseph and his Brothers by Thomas Mann  
  (*Biblical Fiction/Biographical Fiction/Nobel Prize Winner*)
- Christ the Lord: Out of Egypt by Anne Rice  
  (*Life of Christ Series #1/Biblical Fiction/Biographical Fiction*)
- Cain by José Saramago  
  (*Biblical Fiction/New Take on Old Tale/Biographical Fiction*)
- The Testament of Mary by Colm Tóibín  
  (*Women in the Bible/Biblical Fiction/Family Relationships/New Take on Old Tale*)
- The Serpent and the Staff by Barbara Wood  
  (*Romance*)

### Ancient Rome

- Render Unto Caesar by Gillian Bradshaw  
  (*Coming of Age/Class Struggle/Adventure*)
- Master and God by Lindsey Davis  
  (*Famous Faces/Man-Woman Friendship/Political Intrigue*)
ANCIENT GREECE
—The Ides of April by Lindsey Davis (Flavia Albia #1/Female Detective/Murder Mystery)
—Imperium by Robert Harris (Cicero Trilogy #1/Famous Faces/Courtroom Drama/Biographical Fiction)
—Lavinia by Ursula K. Le Guin (Roman Mythology/Romance/New Take on Old Tale)
—Empire: The Novel of Imperial Rome by Steven Saylor (Time Sweep/Family Saga)
—The Druid King by Norman Spinrad (Famous Faces/Ancient Warfare/Fantasy Elements)

ANCIENT EGYPT & AFRICA
—The Ides of April by Lindsey Davis (Flavia Albia #1/Female Detective/Murder Mystery)
—Imperium by Robert Harris (Cicero Trilogy #1/Famous Faces/Courtroom Drama/Biographical Fiction)
—Lavinia by Ursula K. Le Guin (Roman Mythology/Romance/New Take on Old Tale)
—Empire: The Novel of Imperial Rome by Steven Saylor (Time Sweep/Family Saga)
—The Druid King by Norman Spinrad (Famous Faces/Ancient Warfare/Fantasy Elements)

ANCIENT/ARTHURIAN BRITAIN AND IRELAND
—The Ides of April by Lindsey Davis (Flavia Albia #1/Female Detective/Murder Mystery)
—Imperium by Robert Harris (Cicero Trilogy #1/Famous Faces/Courtroom Drama/Biographical Fiction)
—Lavinia by Ursula K. Le Guin (Roman Mythology/Romance/New Take on Old Tale)
—Empire: The Novel of Imperial Rome by Steven Saylor (Time Sweep/Family Saga)
—The Druid King by Norman Spinrad (Famous Faces/Ancient Warfare/Fantasy Elements)

ANCIENT/GREECE
—The Penelopiad by Margaret Atwood (New Take on Old Tale/Greek Mythology)
—The Silence of the Girls by Pat Barker (Ancient Warfare/Famous Faces/New Take on Old Tale)
—Achilles by Elizabeth Cook (Ancient Warfare/Greek Mythology)
—Ithaca by Patrick Dillon (Adventure/Famous Faces/New Take on Old Tale)
—Helen of Troy by Margaret George (Greek Mythology/Romance)
—Ransom by David Malouf (New Take on Old Tale/Ancient Warfare/Greek Mythology)
—The Lost Books of the Odyssey by Zachary Mason (Experimental Fiction/Greek Mythology/Adventure)
—The Song of Achilles by Madeline Miller (New Take on Old Tale/Adventure/Romance)
—Circe by Madeline Miller (New Take on Old Tale/Greek Mythology/Famous Faces)
—House of Names by Colm Tóibín (Ancient Warfare/Family Betrayal/Quest for Revenge)
—Creation by Gore Vidal (Adventure/Philosophical Journey)